
App Introduction

A social networking application which provides personalised suggestions


for reducing domestic energy usage



Reliable Interactive Effective
Users are provided personalised 
suggestions and developed confidence 
that they are doing the right thing.

It enables users to connect with their 
friends and positively impact climate 
action as a community

Users can feel the effect of their 
behaviours towards the environment

We believe that personalised suggestions generated through  AI by analysing the electrical usage pattern


of the household


will provide confidence and ensures that they are making the best of their resource


for parents who follow immediate advice rather than seeking information themselves


because they are time-constrained and would like to spend their leisure time with their family.

� Personalised Suggestions 

Design Principles

Key Features

Design Principles | Key Features

Smart Meters Machine Learning

AI
Users domestic energy 
usage data

Machine Learning finds 
similar patterns

Machine Learning finds 
similar patterns with 
others

Other users’ domestic 
energy usage data

AI suggests best 
possible usage



Key Features | Storyboards

We believe that viewing and sharing climate change activities as posts


will motivate the family to participating in such activities and share them with everyone


because they enjoy competitive benchmarking against their friends and others.

I Social Networking 

We believe that a virtual representation of the positive effects of their activities toward the environment


will connect the relationship between the family's behaviour and the climate change


because it helps them know how their change in behaviour could make a difference.

I Virtual Representaion 



Sitemap



Design Outcome

Recreating Scenario 1 to explain the all the key features of the mobile application - Greensaver

Boot Screen Home Screen

(Social Networking) - 

newsfeed of the posts 
shared by friends 

Remote - To control all 
the smart appliances 

via application 

User turns on the 
thermostat from a list 

of appliances in

living room

Automatically sets the 
optimal temperature 

once allowed

User unlocks new lake in 
Virtual Environment for 
reducing energy usage

Prototype of the Virtual 
Environment - eGrove

Unlocked lake gets 
added to the user’s 

eGrove

Sets the thermostat 
temperature to 

maximum

Personalised Suggestion 
- Suggests optimal 

temperature settings



Which are the riskiest?

Future Developments

+ How is GreenSaver different from other social networking apps? Is it the major feature of this app!

+ Why would people use a new app to  post their activities when they can do the same in a familiar app!

+ How much can the users be encouraged to take efforts in following the climate change activities until it’s 
too much!

+ Will personalised suggestion work efficiently considering the use of AI for its implementation? 

+ Direct and indirect competitive product analysis will be included to research the similar types of apps, 
proposing the possible assumption related to the market?

+ User interview will be used to verify if the pain points, needs and features are precise and appealing?

+ The detailed issues about data collection and the privacy of users needs to laid out.

Reflection



THANK YOU!
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